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RYAN is the brave and energetic born leader of the A4 team  
who loves making friends and finding adventures! Missions  
bring out the best in Ryan.  
 
His enthusiasm, confidence and determination help keep the  
team on track. He also ensures that the A4 are well-trained  
and in shape  for any mission.  
 
With his compact and hard body, he is physically the strongest  
among the four and enjoys friendly competition. In his spare  
time, Ryan likes to play games of any kind from outdoor  
sports to flying paper planes. 
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FIONA is the Wikipedia of the A4, having interesting facts  
ready at hand.  An avid reader, this clever fox loves books and  
sharing knowledge.   
 
Physically, she’s sleek, quick and able to do things efficiently  
and with amazing agility. Skilled in martial arts, Fiona is  
capable  
of carrying out kicks, throws and jumps with style, leaving no  
fur unruffled.  
 
She’s a picture of cool confidence and feminine flair. Fiona also  
has a caring and motherly side and  these traits emerge  
whenever someone needs help. 
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KHYE koala 
KHYE is the engineer of the A4 team with a talent for inventing  
things. He is incredibly clever with his hands and can easily  
whip up interesting paper solutions, repair things or  
recycle old items to make new playthings.  
 
Being the gentle and shy type, Khye is not a big talker, but he’s  
a good listener and very observant.  When he has an idea, he  
does come out of his shell and can get excitable.  
 
Physically, he’s the smallest among the four and others  
sometimes underestimate him. But that’s when he surprises  
everyone! In his free time, Khye enjoys improving his  origami  
craft or tinkering on big projects. 
  
 



ZOE zebra 
ZOE is the most fun zebra you could ever meet! She’s cheeky,  
playful and looks at everything with excitement and curiosity.  
 
Her stripy body is always in constant motion, especially when  
she is zipping around on her skateboard – her favourite pastime.  
 
Zoe can be funny and goofy but when it comes to A4 missions,  
she is focused on helping animals and ensuring that they’re not  
in discomfort. Making new friends is easy for Zoe whose  
openness and spontaneity give her a lovable charm. With  such  
an exuberant  member of the team, A4’s adventures are never  
dull! 
 
 
  
 



AIR Condor 
AIR CONDOR is more than just a mode of transport for the Awesome 4.  He is their friend who  
is always on call and always there to help. Though he often speaks in pilot lingo, occasionally he  
flashes a sense of humor.  Being so experienced at flying around the planet, the wise Condor is  
known to add interesting facts (along with Fiona) about the specific locations where the A4 is  
going. Flying to missions is always fun and fascinating on this remarkable large bird! 
 



GIGGLES 

GIGGLES may look like a cute little bird  
but he has a strong persona and tough feathers to  
go with it.  His job is to deliver news to the A4 
and some days he wishes that his arrival at HQ  
could be smoother and accident-free.  
 
If there’s an animal on Planet Origami who needs  
help from the A4, then Giggles ensures they get the  
message straightaway.  
 
This makes him a very important extended  
member of the A4 team. His role is not only as messenger  
but also to brief the A4 about their new mission and  
reveal the location. 
 


